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Nursing Program In Jeopardy 
By MORRIS STAFFORD 
Over the past several years 
Bronx Community College 
has offered one of the most 
effective and largest ac-
credited Nursing programs, 
for those students seeking a 
career in Nursing. However, 
because of a newly im-
plemented state Regulation, 
by 1981 the Nursing program 
is in jeopardy of being 
drastically cut or discon-
tinued. 
According to President Brown, a 
state regulation, which should take. 
effect in 1981, will cut the program 
by 801r/o or greater . The President 
added that it will mean only 400 
students or less would he allowed 
entrance into the program. 
Master Plan Under Way 
Though the state regulation of 
1981 has not taken effect, as of yet, 
several sources told the Com-
municator, that a master plan 
seems to be underway to eliminate 
many nursing students from the 
program. The process of 
elimination seems to be unfair 
examinations and quizes that are 
difficult to pass, and the discon-
tinuance of Nursing II . 
Nursing eleven is a prerequisite 
and required course. If Nursing 
eleven is discontinued, those 
student presently enrolled in this 
course would not he able to 
reregister for the course nex t 
semester. 
A reliable source told the 
Communicator, "The pressure that 
Nursing Students are under is 
unbearable, students that have had 
high averages are failing". 
Students fail Midterm 
It has been learned that over 
500Jo of the Nursing II Students 
have failed Midterm examinations. 
Out of approximately 112 students 
who took the exam, not one student 
achieved a grade of A and only six 
students received a grade of B. In 
addition the Nursing department 
issues + or - grades for the mid-
term . 
A third source told this reporter, 
"601}/o of the students in Nursing 
must fail in order for the program 
to be cut or discontinued by I 980 ." 
Curriculum Committee 
On May 3, 1977, a presentation 
was made to the curriculum 
committee. The presentation was in 
reference to a proposed curriculum 
revision in Nursing. At the next 
meeting, May 10, the committee 
agreed (20-3-1) to consider the 
nursing proposal. However, there 
is no record, at least publicly, or 
curriculum committee accepting or 
rejecting the proposal. 
At present there arc several 
questions that need answering in 
reference to the nursing department 
such as: 
-1- If nursing II is being discon-
tinued, how would it effect the 
total operation of the program and 
it s students? 
-2- Why has the nursing depart-
ment instituted the + or- grade on 
the midterm? 
-3- Why arc there no records of the 
curriculum committee voting for or 
against the nursing prnposal? 
-4- Why the state regulation of 1981 
has not been made public . How 
long has it been known to be a fact? 
Attempts have been made to 
discuss these questions with 
Professor Alice Fuller, and 
Professor Annie B. Jackson of the 
Nursing department , however, both 
have been unavailable for 
comment. Professor Jackson has 
been out ill. 
There are many different 
theories surrounding the nursing 
department program and this state 
regulation of 1981. One such 
theory that has materialized is that 
there' s a movement to di scourage 
Blacks and Latins from becoming 
professional nu rses. 
The Shakeup Continues • • 
Four Deans Demoted by Brown 
Communicator Reporter Gives Insight into Continuing Shakeup 
By J.'REDDY WASHINGTON 
Since, (September I) the 
beginning of the fall semester, the 
entire campus has been consistently 
made aware that B.C.C. has a new 
Prof. l>olores Bullard 
President dedicated to a platform 
of excellence and sound 
management. Aside from the 
establishment of a (5 man) com-
mittee task force program to review 
major areas of problems, there has 
been no concrete indication as to 
how his platform would become a 
reality, but organizational changes 
have begun to take place. 
With the month of November 
only days old , the razor slnrp edge 
of reorganizat ion under the new 
administration sliced off the future 
of (22) twenty-two faculty members 
at BCC. The impact of the decision 
brought comments of objection 
and injustice from many quarters 
of the campus. As a result of the 
clamor of midterm exams and 
preparation for Thanksgiving , 
dividing our attention, intensity of 
Prof. Myron Kalin 
the matter was somewhat subdued . 
Upon n!turning from the holiday 
the continued proce ss of 
reorganization brought about the exectutive committee is to be a 
dismissal and reassignment of four counselor. Dean Myron Kalin, 
deans; one Associate Dean, a Assistant Dean of Students, is to be 
Doctor, A Professor and a Director a counselor. Dr. Gloria Hobbs 
of Personnel. On hearing of the Associate Dean of Academic af-
news one observer considered it to 
be "an unbelievable shock!" 
The most crushing blow was the 
demotion of Dean Delores Bullard, 
Dean Kalin, Academic Dean Man-
uel Stillerman and Dean Paul 
Rosenfeld. A sorrowful compen-
sation for years of diligence, dedi-
cation and productivity to the cause 
of academic growth for the students 
and credibility tot he college. 
Information revealed to the 
Communicator concerning the 
changes are: Dean Bullard, Dean of 
Students, Chairperson of Student 
Development , Chairperson of the 
Council of Deans -City University 
and the only dean on the senate 
Prof. Paul Rosenfeld 
fairs will 
Students. 
Stcurman 
be assistant 
Professor 
of the 
Dean of 
Michael 
Ph ys ical 
BCC Choir in Ma~or's Festival 
The Bronx Communit y and 
College Choir ha .'> been invited to 
partic ipate in the \-1ayor's Annual 
hfth Avenue Clnistmas Fe-;tiva l on 
Sunday, December I Xth, at I: 15 to 
I :45 p.m. on the steps of St. 
I' at rick's Cathedral. Fifth A venue 
will be closed to traffic for this 
occaston. 
The Choir will perform se lec-
tio n' from it' fu ll CO ill'Crt to he 
hv~trd la ter thl' '~une d~t v ;tt .1 p.II I . 
in thl· (i\lttld \km oria l l.ihrarv 
i\ ud it nri ttm. 
Included will be l.eonard Bern -
'>kin \ Chidu·sln Psalms, Bach's 
Barber 's dagiu l'ur Strings, 
Brandenburg Concerto No. 5, 
k atmin l:! faculty and alumni 
' oloi' t'. ~ 1 nd :t mrdky \lf folk and 
'-l'asona lmu , ic The CIH1i1· i' under 
the direction of .l\lhn ll :tmcll. 
:t-,si,t atlt profl'-,,.,or of \lu \ tc and 
Art. 
Suggested contribution for the 
BCC concert will be $1.00 . No 
charge at the Fifth Avenue Festival. 
Education will be Dean of 
Students. The position of Dean 
Paul Rosenfeld - Dean of Ad-
ministration and Dean Manuel 
Stillcrman, Dean of Academic 
Dr. Manuel Stillcrman 
Affairs has not been made known 
at this point. Dr. Carl Polowczyk, 
Chairman of the Chemi st ry 
Department, will be Dean of 
Academic Affairs; Donald Can-
cienne Director of Personnel 
Services is to be Dean of Ad-
ministration. Due to the fact that 
the dean's reassignment s arc ef-
fective as of February I, 1978, this 
leaves almost no time for a feasible 
transition. The shock to al l con-
cerned is t~ fo ld . The Dean of 
Students is Chairperson of the 
Student Development Department 
overseeing Financial Aid, Veteran 
Affairs , College Discovery, Social 
Service and College Work Study, 
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The Fire Continues 
To Bum 
The demotions of Deans Bullard, Kalin, Rosenfeld and 
Stillerman has to be the biggest kick in the ass that has 
confronted BCC this year. 
We extend our heartfelt sympathy to these people and to 
the others who have felt the blade of the budget ax. 
There should be no question now that President Brown is 
looking to use the Faculty and Students of BCC for his own 
manipulation. 
It was Paul Rosenfeld who was responsible for the move 
of BCC from it's old campus around the Fordham Road area 
to its present University Heights location. Such 
organizational ability should not be overlooked. Kalin has 
put in many tireless hours including the creation of the 
college's Innovation Center. In my encounters with Bullard 
I found her to be a very warm and concerned individual. 
In a new administration, Brown is entitled to his changes, 
but somewhere the priorities are wrong. 
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Letters to the Editor 
To the Editor: 
On October 25 and 26, 1977, 
petitions signed by hundreds of 
BCC students were delivered to 
President Brown's office to protest 
the firing of Prof. Louis Alpert of 
the Math Department. 
I was a member of a smaller 
group of ten students who at-
tempted to personally meet with the 
President, but was refused an 
audience. 
We strongly believe that Prof. 
Alpert is one of the best math 
teachers that we ever had. He gets 
across his subject to those of us at 
BCC who really need the most help 
in math . But this is only one of the 
reasons we are fighting, and will 
continue to fight, for Prof. Lou 
Alpert . 
The second reason involves the 
efforts that Prof. Lou Alpert. is 
making to enhance the reputation 
of our college : 
Lou Alpert is a nationally 
recognized man in the field of Math 
who presented his recent 
mathematical theories and 
discoveries in speeches he gave at 
two of the Annual Meetings of the 
world-famous American 
Mathematical Society. 
Lou Alpert has published many 
articles in nationally famous 
magazines and journals, four of 
which have appeared this year 
alone. 
Lou Alpert is now developing a 
proposal for a motion picture film 
on teaching an advanced topic in 
math, with the encouragement of 
the Film Editor of the American 
Mathematical Monthly. 
Many of us realize that only by 
holding onto faculty members like 
Lou Alpert will the value of our 
degrees improve to us and to the 
In addition to all of the above, 
we know that Lou Alpert passed 
with flying colors through both the 
Math Dept. P&B Committee and 
the Science Sub-Committee of the 
College P&B Committee. 
All of the members of each of 
these two committees met with Lou 
Alpert before awarding him their 
strong approval. 
The College P&B, itself, WHO 
NEVER MET WITH HIM OR 
EVEN SAW HIM, voted him 
down! 
IS THIS AN EXAMPLE OF 
HOW THEY PRACTICE THE 
AMERICAN SYSTEM OF 
JUSTICE RIGHT HERE AT 
BCC? 
rudolpho villa neuva 
I now publicly make a request to 
President Brown to allow my small 
group of students to meet with him, 
so we may defend this very fine 
teacher . 
To the Editor: 
The current fiscal emergency is a 
reality. New stringent retention 
standard stricter financial aid 
regulations, massive aca_demic 
suspensions, faculty layoffs, larger 
classes, are just some of the critical 
situations facing us . Do you really 
think Dr. Brown is responsible for 
these difficult times? Can Dr. 
Brown, in two months create 
miracles that will cure all the ills 
that he has inherited? Can he 
control the state and city governing 
bodies that has already allocated 
the college budget. 
understanding and cooperation 
among our college community. We 
must transcend all our individual 
interests and unite in all matters 
pertaining to Bronx Community's 
survival and advancement. 
Those of us who are left (faculty 
and students) must keep the faith. 
We must strive to make Bronx 
Community College a beautiful 
place, ''a place where those who 
hate ignorance may strive to know. 
Where those who perceive truth 
may strive to make others see." 
Let us be remembered in 
B.C.C. 's history as a community of 
students and faculty who 
demonstrated perseverance and a 
united spirit of cooperation during 
these times of economic and 
educational deprivation . 
Prof. Henry H. Skinner 
Chairperson Black, 
Puerto Rican, Hispanic 
Faculty Association 
To the Editor: 
My sons, famil y, and fri ends 
would like to express our sincere 
appreciation through your paper, 
and also to your newspaper staff, 
for the wonderful tribute that has 
been paid to my late husband , Dr. 
Irving R. Hirsh. 
The sweet gum tree will long be a 
living memorial and has much 
significance. The BCC campus 
meant a great deal to my husband 
- as an undergraduate student of 
N . Y.U., and as a returning BCC 
professor . 
s;:, s:c:s::ss::ss::::::;:::;:::;::sr;:::r;:::::s:::::::s:c:::s::ss:::;:::;:::;::scsc::::::::s::::%::::%~S::ss::s%~S;::x:;::%:J%C%C%:::%:::sr;::s:r;::x:x:s:sx:s::s%::S%::%~S:.3%:.3%:JX::::S:% world outside of the classroom. 
I do agree that we need a miracle 
worker, but it is up to us, the 
faculty and students to challenge 
these times of fiscal starvation in 
order to survive. We must search 
our conscience and recognize· our 
responsibilities to use every 
available resource to promote 
In his memory, we congratulate 
the leadership, faculty, and staff 
and the student body on this 20th 
anniversary, and wish this unique 
community, many more years to 
grow on, with educational ex-
cellence as the goal. 
On Friday, December 16th, the Alumni Association of 
Bronx Community College will present a Holiday Night 
Club featuring a gambling casino, a cabaret and a disco . We 
strongly urge all members of the BCC family to take ad-
vantage of this event, for it surely has to be one of the biggest 
efforts ever carried on at Bronx Community College. If you 
haven't had the chance to become acquainted with the BCC 
family, this is an excellent opportunity. And it' s also a great 
opportunity for all of us to come together as one and 
celebrate the joy of the holiday season and be a part of the 
BCC family. Special mention is given to Peter Velez and 
Joyce Einson who are coordinating the affair. The doors 
open at 9:00PM . Open your heart and take part. 
;s%%*%%%%%%%%i%%%%%SS%%%SS%%%%%\%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
Another event, one that is of crucial concern is also taking 
place next week at Bronx Community College. The annual 
BCC Blood Drive. On December 14th and 15th you cwm 
give a part of yourself along with the rest of the BCC Family, 
a donation of blood. 
Blood is one of the major forces behind human existence 
and all of us donating may very well be the force behind our 
college's continuing existance. It makes a great Christmas 
gift to one another and ourselves. 
...................................................................... 
'In !hl" NovemOO 17th issue o f the Communicator. a tremendous error apprc.arcd . 
In tb r Editorial titled " Hold Your Fire(ing)!" , the stntcnce "The Communicator roadonrs the layoffs of 
facult y" <hould have read "the Communicator <ondfltlns the layoffs of faculty ." 
The ( ·n :: t: nunicator apologizes for the error and I pcrs.onally wish to thank those people who gave me thcir 
.1 upport during this very embarrasing situation . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
instead of sliding downhill, as some 
of us now fear. 
Grace Hirsh, 
(Mrs. Irving R. Hirsh) 
Student Govt & Alumni Assn PREsENT: 
EBME TB THE &AbA 
HBbiBA T NI&HTEbDB 
tickets available 
gsc .. .lobby or 
room204 
Disco/ 
Gamble/Party 
BEE. 11 8:3EI P .14. 
$5.00Adm. 
($2 in FREE 
CHIPS) 
ID reg. 
&BDbB ITDBENT EENTER 
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December Opening Planned 
For Legal Services Dep't. 
BY WARREN CHANNELL 
BCC Legal Services, Inc. will begin operation again during 
the second week of December. Legal Services is directed by 
Robert Johnson, a BCC graduate, who helped write the 
proposal for this program while still a student at BCC. 
Legal Services is a legal insurance 
program for BCC students. The 
program provides legal attorneys, 
from the firm Butzel & Kass of 57 
Rockefeller Center, who come to 
BCC once a week to interview 
students with legal problems. Legal 
Services handles most matters of 
civil law, such as housing, im-
migration, employment, taxes, 
marriage and divorce, just to name 
a few. 
In addition to consulting clients, 
Legal Services also trains se'veral 
BCC students as legal abdicates. 
These students, interested in legal 
careers, work with the attorneys 
and are trained in legal procedure 
in specialized areas of the law. 
These students are responsible for 
coordinating information under the 
supervision of an attorney, and in 
effect will help resolve the legal 
services of our students. Legal 
Services handles many cases, as 
many as 500 within a nine month 
period. 
Finance problems halted the 
operation of the Legal ' Services 
program in December of 1976. In 
May, 1977, the Legal Services 
Advisory Board brought the case 
before the students. 2500 signatures 
were collected, which guaranteed 
Robert Johnson 
that the issue would be put on 
ballot to reserve a certain amount 
in student fees to be spent on Legal 
Services. ($1 for part time, $2 for 
full time students.) The referendum 
won by a large majority and the 
Legal Services program began re-
organizing to start again in 1977-
78. 
Legal Services, Inc. is looking 
for the cooperation of our new 
President, Roscoe C. Brown, Jr., to 
help expand the concepts of their 
program and make it more viable 
to the students of Bronx Com-
. munity College. 
Off-Campus Assistance 
Students have a life off campus 
that influences their functioning on 
campus. The Social Services 
Program concerns itself with the 
problems students have off campus 
that can interfere with their 
academic work. 
.Information on the eligibility 
requirements and the application 
process for medicaid, foodstamps 
and welfare program is available. 
Students who have run into 
problems with these programs can 
also receive help in untangling and 
interpreting the regulations and 
learning their rights. Students may 
attend a workshop or be seen in-
dividually. 
The Social Services Program is 
concerned with the whole student. 
Students can be seen for a variety 
of personal problems which may 
involve individual counselling as 
well as a referral to an appropriate 
community agency. 
Housing Service Rendered 
The Social Services Office would 
like to remind all students in need 
of living quarters to check with our 
office. We help in arranging: 
Apartment sharing situation, single 
and/ or double rooms, . full apart-
ments. 
Further information contact: 
Janet Frazier, Lowel Hall Room 
202, ext. 243. 
Honor Sodety 
Adds Members 
Phi Theta Kappa, national honor society for junior colleges, welcomed 
35 new members into Lambda Nu chapter at initiation ceremonies held 
Friday evening, December 2nd at the Gould Student Center. 
Dr. J <;>hn Mitchem, dean of the college spoke on behalf of the president. 
Dean of Students, Dolores J. Bullard, was the keynote speaker. To be 
eligible for membership in Phi Theta Kappa students must achieve a grade 
point average of 3.5 or better on at least 24 credits. 
The following students were initiated: 
EMILIA L. ACABEO MARLENE BECKER 
OWEN F. BUCKNELL DEBROBUNCH 
WILFREDO CARDONA Y AN KAM CHUN 
MICHAEL G. COOPER DORIS CORRIGAN 
CUONG V. DINH JANET FRAZIER 
CARYN FRIBERG KWOK FUNG 
OLGA M. HALL JOOCE A. JONES 
MARGIE M. JONES WILLIAM J. KIMMIG 
GUY H. LAURENT ERNEST LEE 
SHARON LEWIS ANITA MCKENZIE 
MARY MCLOUGHLIN MARJORIE MILLER 
. SHIELA MILLER DANIEL MOHABJR 
VJCTORM. PAGAN MARYANNPOLASKO 
RUTH ROFFMAN ROBERTO. SAWTELL 
DONALD B. SKIDMORE LEO SPIVACK 
MARIE TIRICO VICTORIA VENTI 
JOHN H. WARD DIANE WILSON 
CECIELLE WHITE 
Dean'sList 
Auembly 
On Thursday, December 8, at 
12:15, everyone is invited to the 
third annual Assembly of Dean's 
List Students. The Assembly is are-
ception to honor those students 
who have maintained superior 
grades in their academic studies. It 
will be held in Gould Library 
Auditorium. 
Each semester (except summer) 
many students are in anticipation 
to view the Dean's Honor List, 
some hoping, others assuming that 
their names are on one or both lists. 
The lists are a)ways posted on the 
first floor bulletin board in Tech 
Two. 
To get on the Dean's List, a 
student must have completed 
fifteen (15) degree credits or more 
and received a B (3 .00) or better 
average. The Cumulative Dean's 
List is simply to maintain or better 
that B average each semester from 
your initial induction to the Dean's 
List. 
Each student of this college 
community should strive to become 
a member of those honored, and 
thus increase their academic 
performance. Hours of study and a 
sense of dedication is a must for 
any student who desires to excel in 
their studies. Your reward will be 
that sense of accomplishment when 
viewing your name on the Dean's 
List. 
Members of Student Govern-
ment and other official guests will 
be present. 
All Students and their families 
and guests are extended a hardy 
invitation to attend this 
magnificent occasion. 
Following the reception, 
refreshments will be served. 
Marathon 
Man 
BY WARREN CHANNELL 
Fernando Nunez, an electrical 
engineering major at Bronx 
Community College, completed the 
New York City Marathon in 3 hrs ., 
52 mins., and 51 seconds. A 
reception dinner October 23rd was 
held at the Floodlight Cafe, with 
the awards ceremony at A very 
Fernando Nunez 
The winner of the NYC 
marathon was Bill Rodgers, 
member of the Greater Boston 
Athletic Club. His winning time 
was 2 hrs., 11 mins., and 28 
seconds, and is the U.S. record 
holder with a time of 2 hrs., 9 
mins., and 55 seconds in the 1975 
Boston Marathon. 
This was the first marathon run 
by Nunez, who had difficulty in 
running due to a foot injury, falling 
in a grate on the Queensboro 
Bridge. His goal is to run in the 
1980 Summer Olympics to be held 
in Moscow. Fernando will be on 
the track team as of this summer 
and will be training in the mean-
time. 
BCC Blood Program To 
Aid College Conununity 
The BCC Blood Program is once again pumping, beginning December 
14 and 15, 1977 fr~m .10:00 a.m. to 3:00p.m. at Gould Student Center 
room 207. What are the reasons why you (the Student, Staff, and Faculty) 
should donate blood?: 
/. Unlimited replacement of blood anywhere in the United States, 
Puerto Rico, and the U.S. Virgin Island for your wife, husband, all 
dependent children, parents (in-laws), grandparents (in-laws), dependent 
single brothers and sisters. 
2. Additional Medical Service 
a. Blood pressure test 
b. Tyedfor emergency purposes 
c. Anemia test 
d. Tested to determine health with private follow-up. 
Note: Benefits to the "single" donors are recognized as the same as those 
of a head of household. 
Those in need of blood replacement should indicate that they are part of 
BCC Blood Program. For further information call Sam Schwartz Ext. 
651. 
Sign up at 
1) Health Services-Loew Hall, RM. 106, EXT. 672 
2) Student Activities, Gould Student Center, RM. 102, EXT. 455 
3) Health Education, Gould Hall, RM. 417, EXT. 651 
As a result of the BCC Health Happening, coordinated by the 
Department Of Health and Physical Education, Bronx Community 
College achieved the annual quota of blood donations (305) for 1976-77. 
As a result, there is unlimited blood replacement (until 12177) for all 
students, faculty, and staff and their immediate family, at a minimal 
processing fee. 
Bi.lingual Chem Course 
For Hispanic Students 
Prof. Dolores Gracian, of the Chemistry Department, is 
coordinating efforts to offer a bilingual section of CHM 02' 
for Hispanic students. tained intact in the bilingual sec-
"Many of our students would tion, but adapted to the needs of 
like to satisfy their science students in the gradual shift from 
requirement by taking-. chemistry. Spanish into English vocabulary. 
The idea of discovering the role of "Our ability to offer this course 
chemistry in many problems and in Spanish - added Prof. Gracian 
challenges of our technological age - depends largely on the response 
is enticing. But, many of our we receive from students. The 
Hispanic students feel the course number of interested students will 
111ay be too difficult for them in be a determining factor in opening 
English,'' Prof. Gracian . con- again a Spanish section. 
tinued, "I don't think students Dr. Gracian invites students to 
should allow a launguage barrier to visit and discuss with her in room 
hinder their progress in college". 115, Nichols. Her office hours are 
CHM 02 a basic chemistry Mondays 2 to 4 p.m. and Thur-
course, was offered in Spanish in sdays, 12 noon to 2 p.m. Other 
1975 and in the Spring of '76. The times by appointment; call her a~ 
content of the course was main- extension 442. 
Special Services 
To Offer Workshops 
THE SPECIAL SERVICES PROJECT of B.C.C., whose primary 
purpose is to provide students with tutoring, career information, social 
services, and reading and study skills, would like ro announce two 
workshops being held this December. 
These workshops arc designed to answer questions students most 
frequently have in the areas of social services and career planning. Highly 
qualified guest speakers will present valuable up-to-date information. 
The two workshops are: 
A guide to job hunting and 
interviews Strategies hosted by 
JOHANNA mJNCAN 
GUEST SPEAKER: 
BRYAN BROWN 
Black Enterprise Magazine 
Date: Thurs. Dec. 8th 
Housing: Your legal rights 
hosted by CARLA BRUNO 
GUEST SPEAKER: 
ROBERT JOHNSON 
Director of Legal Services Dept. 
Date: Thurs. Dec. 22 
These workshops will being promptly at 12:00 (club hour) in Loew Hall, 
room200. 
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Media Board Developed To Study 
ProbleiDS of Student Publications 
By FRED~ IE~ ASHINGTON 
After nine months of tedious effort, the publications and media sub-committee has 
submitted a proposal for a Media Review Board to the Committee on Students Activities. 
The Ad-Hoc Committee was activated in the spring of 1977 semester to develop Board 
Bylaws for the purpose of reviewing and recommending decisions in dis?utes (ethical, as 
well as legal disputes) of libel, slander and plagirism involving student medta~ 
Under certain conditions the One top administrative person needs. Experience has shown that 
Board will, upon request, step in to on campus, when he heard about that's too chancy for the Commu-
settle matters of internal strife of the Board through the Communica- nicator. 
any student media. The groups to tor staff said, "If the S.A. Com- Communicator Budget cut 
be affected by the Board are the mittee wants to set-up the Board, This year the publication repre-
Communicator (the school they have a right to, but, if some- sentative who is from The Looking 
newspaper), the WBCC Radio Sta- thing illegal happens, what can they Glass, got a $2,000 increase for The 
tion, the Year Book and the semi- do"? Looking Glass and a $2,500 cut for 
annual publication "Through the As a reporter on the Commu- the Communicator. Yet our ex-
Looking Glass", a poetry and nicator for two years and a member penses go up all the time and we are 
prose booklet. of the ad-hoc committee, I find a expected to produce top-flight. 
Special Designation of Committee great deal to object to in reference Last but not least, this Council 
Only by special designation of to the Board. But the Administra- wants to start a reserve fund for 
the Committee on Student Acti- tion has some grounds for fear be- emergencies of any media group. 
vi ties will clubs or printed material cause we made some journalistic - As it is, there is not enough to go 
by clubs be questioned or judged. mistakes last semester. Most of us around now! So where will the 
The Board seeks sanction to hear were beginners and we had some in- reserve fund get the money? More 
and offer a resolve in all matters of ternal differences. The real prob- than likely, a portion will be cut off 
dispute and matters of ethical or lem that we have is Faculty- the allocations of each media· in-
legal functions. The Board will pos- Administration memory of PLP volved, giving us even less next 
sess the power to temporarily sus- control of the paper and last year's year. Another possibility is that 
pend the total operation of the me- plagirism acts by the now defunct some other group may be cut out 
dia i-nvolved in a dispute. Evening Reporter. altogether. 
When formal complaints or dis- Control Mechanism This Council also wants to be 
putes are submitted, the Board It has now gotten to the point able to borrow, if needed, from the 
must meet within twelve (12) school where they truly intend to control various media involved, when 
da.ys to resolve the complaint. In the school newspaper ... I think it is necessary; a portion of any funds 
matters of extreme complaints of li- a control mechanism because t~e accrued through advertising, fund-
bel, slander, plagirism and negli- energy could have been spent to de- raising and the like. Again, no 
gent harrassment, the Board can velop a committee to train students media really has an advertisement 
order instant, temporary on a broader scale than we have value but the Newspaper in recent 
suspension of operations until the now; which is to go in raw and years, except for the radio, none 
Boarc:l meets to hear and resolve the learn the hard way. That I would has had any fund-raising projects 
matter. But the Board must meet call helpful. The fact is that it's going; the effect, either control the 
within six (6) school days to take forth-coming will not hinder us Communicator and bleed it dry of 
action or the media involved can from doing a good job. funds. In the meantime, the 
resume operations. As for the present situation, I am Campus world expects top-notch 
However, any media group will presenting a 'majority of one' pro- service, regular issues and complete 
be allowed a mechanism for ap- posal. The two main reasons being coverage of all information that 
peal. If a media presents a written that I was not contacted during the any particular person or groups 
request of appeal of a decision it summer when the bulk of the pro- wants mentioned. But the biggest 
feels is unwarranted or unusually posal was finalized. The excuse that difficulty of all has been the unwill-
cruel, the request cap be presented was given by one faculty member ingness of Faculty-administration 
directly to the Committee of Stu- was that "she was not abte·to con- to help us produce. 
dent Activities; therefore bypassing tact me." It may be that my name Presidential Suggestions 
the Board. It must also be heard and address are not on record at the For example, at the beginning of 
within six (6) school days. school. The second reason is that I the semester, notes and phone calls 
Whitman recommendation think it is necessary to point out chased the senior members of the 
In the deliberation of its' duties, some of the pitfalls of the proposal. Communicator for a meeting with 
the ad-hoc committee accepted the To give the students at large an idea Dean Bullard, Dean Kalin, and 
recommendations of staff member of what I mean, here are some Prof. Jose Prince, supposedly to 
Gregg Whitman, to establish an points to consider. find out what help was needed to 
inter-media council to oversee No Provision for Board Member get the paper off the ground. In the 
matters of practical and financial There is no provision made for midst of the discussion, we were 
functioning by student media. alternates in the event that a Board consistently reminded that the 
Their function would include Member is involved in an incident President had suggested that we 
managing advertisement funds, the ... and surely one can't be on the change the name of the newspaper! 
selection and dissemination of Board and on trial at the same We refused because that's a stu-
advertisements acquired and estab- time. If the proposal goes through dent's right. Since that meeting, 
lishment of an emergency reserve as it is, it is possible now and in the there has been no help and no fur-
fund. future for a Board Member to be ther offer of help. However, we 
In the words of the proposal, Coordinator of Media, a faculty continue to confront bureaucratic 
"The Council shall undertake any advisor of a media and an ex- obstacles head-on! 
project it feels necessary to help the officio member of the Council. AI- This year, the senior staff is 
various media in reaching their though ex-officios can't vote, the working very hard to establish 
goals and to further cooperation effect one can presenf by holding guidelines for the new people who 
among the various media in the multiple top positions can be a want to become part of the Com-
areas of practical functioning. No force in final decisions. municator staff, to learn more 
project so undertaken shall in- The Council is completely out be- about journalism in general and 
terfere with the internal func- cause it negates the students any how to put together a newspaper in 
tioning of any m~dium, without chance to learn the basics of office particular. We also want the staff 
exception". S.A. Student Response and advertisement practice. It also to know the business and advertis-
Student Members Anxious lays the burden of finance raising ing end of the newspaper business 
Since presentation of the propo- on the shoulders of the Communi- so that the Communicator can start 
sal on November 15th, student calor because "Through the Look- a trend of inheritance from one 
members of the Committee have ing Glass" does not advertise. The year to the next and thus maintain 
been anxious to learn from the Year Book only advertises in June, quality, strength and consistency. 
Communicator or Staff what the if at all, and the radio stationis not Previously when one group went 
proposal really means. Having heard by enough students. for ad- out, there were no notes, informa-
come to the Student Activities vertisement to make a difference. tion or anything else f<;>r beginners 
Committee only this semester, their One Committee member argued to build on. That was our tragedy 
awareness of the proposal is new. that as a group with one person last year. Now that we are really 
Many are not willing to take action speaking for allocations in a lump getting the hang of it, most of us 
until they have a better understand- sum at B.C.C., Inc., it might be are leaving. We hope to prevent 
ing of all its ramifications. easier to get what each group that gap from showing up again. 
December 8, 1977 
wnearDoc 
II Is Education Worthlt? 
BY DR. ALLAN WOLK, COLLEGE OMBUDSMAN 
Dear Doc, 
My husband doesn't like me to go to school because he feels it isn't 
necessary for a woman to get an education. I am not a youngster and am 
beginning to wonder if it is worth it. 
signed-A bewildered Senora 
Dear Senora, 
One thing that men and women have in common is that we are all human 
beings and have the right to develop to our fullest potentials. You and 
many other women and other people who have been oppressed still have a 
long, hard battle ahead. You are not only fighting for yourselves, but for 
your daughters and for the generations that are yet to come. Fight on! 
Dear Doc, 
I have problems. I've been absent from a number of my English classes 
because 1 had to go to court for a manslaughter charge. I'm afraid my 
professor will debar me. What can I do? 
signed-Mr. J. 
DearMr.J., 
1 have a feeling that if you privately and quietly explain your problem to 
your instructor he or she will be very sympathetic. 
Dear Doc, 
Our class was specifically told by our instructor that if anyone got an 88 or 
better average, he would give that person an "A". I got an 89. He later 
reneged, saying: "I changed my mind". Do I have a case? 
signed-P.O.'d 
DearP.O'd, 
1 think you are absolutely right and have a strong case. Your instructor 
made an oral promise which, in my opinion, is a binding contract. If you 
cannot convince him of this, then appeal the grade through the appeal 
process. Send or deliver a letter to Mr. Harvey Erdsneker, Registrar, 
stating all the particulars-semester, course, instructor, grade, and 
reasons for the appeal. He will forward your appeal to the relevant 
department chairperson who in turn will convene a three member appeals 
committee. Your course1nstructor cannot be on this committee. Both you 
and your instructor · are permitted to present supporting evidence to the 
committee. They can raise your grade. 
Dear Doc, 
The hassle I'm having at home is taking my head off my studies. My 
father, who is not working, is usually drunk and angry. I have to stay out 
of his way or feel his fists. My brothers and sisters make so much noise-
all the time, that I can't concentrate, even when my Dad is not home. How 
can I pass my courses? 
signed-Jimmy 
Dear Jimmy, 
1 feel for you. Come in to talk to me about it. You apparently are a strong 
person or you would not have been able to go this far. Gather up all that 
strength and drive like hell. Start studying in our college library which is 
open all day and part of the night. 
Send your gripes and problems to Doc Wolk, Gould Hall, 211. Personally 
come i_n to see him anytime. He's a helluva nice guy. 
THE SALE OF STUDENT PARKING PERMITS FOR THE 
SPRING 1978 
SEMESTER WILL FOLLOW THE SCHEDULE LISTED 
BELOW: 
RENEWAL PERIOD FOR THOSE STUDENTS THAT HAD 
PERMITS DURING THE FALL 1977 SEMESTER ONLY. 
FEBRUARY6 MONDAY FROM9A.M. TOBP.M. 
FEBRUARY7 TUESD(IY FROM9A.M. TOBP.M. 
ALL OTHER STUDENTS ON A FIRST COME FIRST SERVED 
BASIS 
FEBRUARYB WEDNESDAY FROM9A.M. TOBP.M. 
FEBRUARY9 THURSDAY FROM9A.M. TOBP.M. 
FEBRUARY 10 FRIDAY FROM9A.M. T05 P.M. 
SALE OF PERMITS WILL TERMINATE WHEN LIMITED 
SUPPLY IS EXHAUSTED. 
PROCEDURE 
1) REPORT TO ROOM 112, SOUTH HALL 
2) BRING I.D. OR BURSARS RECEIPT 
3) BRING A BALL POINT PEN 
4) BRING CERTIFIED CHECK OR MONEY ORDER MADE 
OUT TO BRONX COMMUNITY COLLEGE (NO CASH OR 
PERSONAL CHECKS WILL BE ACCEPTED) 
DAY STUDENT PARK,ING -$22.00 (STUDENT$ MAY 
PURCHASE EITHER DAY_ OR EVENING PARKING PERMITS 
BUT NOT BOTH) 
EVENING STUDENT PARKING-$17 .00 
5) HAVE CAR OWNERSHIP INFORMATION WITH YOU. 
6) HAVE CAR INSURANCE INFORMATION WITH YOU. 
December 8, 1977 
Bx. County Society 
Sponsors Essay Contest 
The Bronx County Historical 
Society is happy to announce the 
commencement of the Annual 
Bronx County Historical Society 
Essay Contest, to um through May 
20, 1978. The contest established 
by the Historical Society in 1974 is 
open to any student in High School 
or college in all institutions of 
education in the Bronx, and their 
city affiliates. 
The essay must be a scholarly 
research paper on any phase of 
Bronx History (biographical, 
economic, political, regional, 
social, etc .). The writer of the 
winning essay will receive $50, plus 
publication in the Bronx County 
Historical Society Journal. 
Entries will be judged on 
originality, accuracy and depth of 
research. The essay should be 
approximately 5,000 words 
maximum (there is no minimum), 
and must be typewritten on 8 \12 x 
II inch paper, double spaced . 
Essays must be mailed to the Bronx 
County Historical Society no later 
than May 20, 1978to be eligible. 
For more information on any of 
the other activities and events 
sponsored by the Bronx County 
Historical Society please contact 
the Soci~ty's office at 3266 
Bainbridge Avenue, Bronx, N.Y. 
I 0467 or telephone (212)_881 -8900. 
Youth Hostels in Record Year 
American Youth Hostels, Inc., 
America's oldest, non-profit, 
hiking, bicycling and outdoor 
recreational organization, an-
nounced that the largest n_umber of 
college student s ever, used hostels 
while traveling in the United States 
and Europe this pasi summer. 
A YH is a member of the In-
ternational You~h Hostel 
Federation comprised of 50 
countries that collectively operate 
more than 4,500 hostels (simple 
dormitory-style places to stay) 
worldwide, where travelers pay 
$2.00-$3.00 a night. 
A YH said that many mem-
bership requests were delayed 
because so many travelers waited to 
apply in Spring just before they 
departed on their trips. To avoid 
delays, A YH suggests applying 
right now for the 1978 mem-
bership, which is good until 
December 1978. ~1embers hip 
passes, honored at all 4,500 hostels 
worldwide arc: Junior ( 17 years 
and undcr)$5 .00; and Senior ( 18 
and ov.:r)$11.00. 
For a general information 
brochure about hosteling, write to 
A YH, Dept. C, Delaplane, Virginia 
22025. 
· Workshop for Women 
It's My Life-a free, day-long 
workshop for women in their first 
or second year of college who are 
interested in a career in any 
science-is being held at the City 
University Graduate Center,-
Monday, December 21. The CUNY 
Graduate Center is located at 33 
West 42nd Street, directly across 
from the New York Public Library, 
in Manhattan. 
First and second year college 
women will have an opportunity to 
meet with women working in the 
sciences, discuss their career plans 
and talk about integrating a career 
with personal life. Information will 
be available about several different 
scjentific fields and there's time to 
chat with career counselors and 
professional women over a free 
lunch. 
The workshop is sponsored by 
the CUNY Graduate School with 
joint support from the Center for 
Advanced Study in Education and 
the National Science Foundation. 
For further information and an 
application form, call: (212) 221-
3519, or 221-3517. 
Brown Demotes Deans 
<Continued from Page 1) 
College Transfer and t~e job President Brown. Some faculty 
placement office. members spent the weekend 
The idea of organizational contacting union officials in hopes 
changes in mid-year poses a great of finding a solution and thus far 
possibility of excessive problems there has been no feedback on 
for both the new leadership and whether the effort was fruitful or 
stud,ents alike. It was pointed out not. 
that a summer transition woQld be _..,..~~~ ... ...-~ .... -.~ .... ~.,.~~ .... M .... .-HM-._ , ..... 
more logical. ·One worried student 
leader remarked: "How can the 
hassle of the closing of the fall 
semester and the opening of the 
Spring semester happen without 
tragedy. The new people must learn 
the job while we suffer from . 
SUMMERTIME 
When it's time to be a 
CAMP COUNSELOR 
REGISTER NOW FOR 
THE BEST 
OPPORTUNITIES 
COMMUNICATOR 
c============== LA COMUNIDAD ACADEMICA 
HISP ANICA EN EL B.C.C. 
A VI SO A TO DOS LOS 
ESTUDIANTES. 
Esperamos Ia aprobacion y Ia 
bienvenida de esta columna 
hispana, Ia cual desde hoy, 
comenzara a luchar y a orientar a 
todos los grupos e ind_ividuos de 
habla hispana en este COLEGIO. 
Gracias a el esfuerzo de un grupo 
de estudiantes hispanos y Ia 
colaboracion del director del 
periodico hemos logrado tan 
anhelado espacio, el cual 
trataremos de aprovechar para 
mantener una union eterna con 
todos nuestros hermanos. 
NECESIT AS UN CONSEJERO? 
Prof. Santa Rita 
College Discovery students 
Lowe Hall 317 
Prof. L. Pinto 
Espanol, ingles, orientacion en el 
campo que desees. 
TT 503 HORA II :00 A.M. en 
adelante. 
Adelante pues, y no dejemos caer 
ese espiritu trabajador y estudioso 
que nos han dado nuestros padres. 
No sera adios, sino hasta luego, 
ya que estaremos siempre presente 
en todos los lugares que nos 
necesiten, y si no estaremos 
tambien, aunque no nos necesiten, 
porque empezamos una meta y Ia 
lograremos, que es unirnos hasta el 
fin. 
Suerte en los esamenes y no se 
desanimen, que somos hispanos y 
no nos podemos quedar atr:~~ 
Prof. Prince 
Ayuda financiera 
Loew Hall 
Oficina de Ayuda Financiera 
Loew Hall224 
ACTIVIDADES DE LOS 
CLUBES HISPANOS EN EL 
B.C.C. 
CLUB DE ESPANOL, 
OFRECERA UNA FIEST A EN 
DICIEMBRE PARA LA CUAL 
QUEDAN TODOS INVITADOS. 
PARA MAYOR IN-
FORMACION, LOCALIZAR 
EQUIPO DE PRENSA DE LA 
COLUMNA HISPANA. 
CLUB DOMINICANO, GRAN 
RIFA NAVIDENA QUE ESTA 
OFRECIENDO. 
PARA INFORMES, VISITE LA 
OFICINA DEL CLUB. 
GOULD HALL 303 
CLUB LA TIN OS UNIDOS 
GRAN PRESENT ACION DE UN 
GRUPO (TRIO) EN DICIEM-
BRE. 
=============== 
Career 
_Experience 
Workshop 
On Thursday, December 8, 1977 
from 12-2 p.m. the Department of 
Student Development is sponsoring 
a Workshop on "Career Ex-
perience thrcugh Community 
Service". This workshop will 
illogical experimentation." 
The impact of the dean's 
demotion and reassignment, 
coupled with the non-
reappointment of the twenty-two 
faculty members has not only 
appalled the college personnel, but 
has provoked numerous students to 
appeal to the student leadership 
and the campus groups to consider 
Must be 18 years old or older 
and have prior private or organ· 
izational camp experience. 
Camps located throughout the 
Northeast. 
For your convenience, Evening 
Hours Dec. 19-22 from 5 p.m.· 
8p.m. 
NEW YORK STATE 
EMPLOYMENT SERVICE 
CAMP PLACEMENT UNIT 
247 W. 54th St. N.Y.C. 
' inform students of the op-
t portunities available to them at 
Bronx Community College for 
gaining Career Experience through 
Community_ Service through 
volunteer field work and in-
dependent study. Participants will 
include faculty and students from 
B.C.C. who are already par-
ticipating in such projects as well as 
participants from outside agencies 
possible means to counter-attack NEVER A FEE 
the decisions handed down by ~,.,-.,..._.~ .... .,...._~~•..,.., 
who are interested in working with 
the college. 
PageS 
New Hair Style For 
the Black Woman 
. . . What can I do with my hair???? . . . a question gone too long 
without an answer . . . 
Songa Hair Beading by Barbara is one of t_he most revolutionary, 
creatively/beautiful and practical styles of hairdress for today's 
Black/Beautiful and Busy people. The style requires a minimum of at-
tention, as every hair is in place ... through wind and the rain. You can 
even go swimming and emerge from water the same raving Black beauty 
that wen~ in! There is no other hair style that can make that claim. There is 
no limit to the pattern variants or bead shape/color combinations. Also, 
extensions of hair can be added to yoru desired length. 
The Songa hair styles by Ms. Terry are made up of a series of un-
derbraids, overbraids and cornrows. The head is culptured in patterns of 
stripes, circles, squares, spirals, geometric groups, initials and window 
pane plaid. Each hair style is tailored to the individual ... male or female. 
"Natural hair repair" is one of the numerous benefits of Songa Hair 
Beading in that, while braided, it gives the hair a chance to "heal" itself / 
from previous abuse, i.e., split-ends (caused by teasing, blow-outs, etc.), 
chemical straighteners, hair colorings, and general negelct. 
. .. . ' 
Ebony l'agen, model 
Barbara Terry, the creator of Songa Hair Beading, comes from a family 
of hair stylists known to be innovative with Black hair. Her father, Frank 
Nelson, was the owner/ operator of Nelson's Tonsorial Parlor in the 
Bronx, and Frank Jr., worked in both Harlem and Bedford Stuyvesant in 
barber shops that specialized in "the process". Both are deceased, 
however, Barbara is carrying on the family "flair" for avant garde hair 
styling. 
Both with course, dry and very unruly hair that would shrink at the hint 
of a cloud ... virtually diappear after a shampoo and never grew to a 
length of more than 3 to 4 inches, constantly challenged Barbara to search 
for an alternative method of grooming her locks. Frustration led her to 
relaxants (which required rollers, pins, hair dryer and lots of time); the 
Jamaican hair style where you don't comb your hair at all called "dred 
locks" i.e., Bob Marley, Peter Tosh, etc . until, finally, she fashioned her 
first Songa Hair style called "Pix" from decorating her hair with beads 
and cowrie shells. 
Songa Hair Beading promotes healthy hair growth and a full head of 
virgin hair can be expected within one year. Ms. Terry's own hair has 
grown from I inch to shoulder length twice. Different lengths give dif-
ferent effects and although she personally perfers her hair medium short 
. .. family and friends are now encouraging her to let the hair grow to see 
just how long it will grow. 
STUDENT LIFE IM-
PROVEMENT CENTER 
PRESENTS 
A 
DRUG AWARENESS 
WORKSHOP 
._/ 
AN INSIGHT INTO 
DRUGS 
WE WILL FEATURE A 
SPEAKER 
AND FILM. ALL 
WELCOME. 
REFRESHMENTS WILL 
DESERVED. 
DATE: DEC 15, 1977 
TIME: 12-2 
PLACE: G.S.C. Rm. 205 
#1 The Muslin Students Assoc. 
and the Martial Arts Club 
presents ..•.• 
"A Martial Arts Demon-
stration" and a High Ranking 
Official from the World 
Community of Islam in the 
West: Eman AU Rashied, East 
Coast Regional Minister under 
the Hon. Wallace D. 
Muhammad. 
Bean-pies, carrot cakes, books 
and bilian News will be sold. 
Thurs. Dec. IS, 
1977 •..• Shwenderler Aud. 
12-3 p.m. (Tech. Two) 
#2 The Muslim Students 
Assoc. presents ..... 
"The Religious Teachings of 
AI-Jslam." 
Special Guest Speaker will be 
Emam Abdul . Haqq 
Muhammad. 
(Representative of Emam 
Wallace D. Muhammad; Chief 
Emam (Minister) of the 
World-Community of Islam in 
the West.) 
Bean pies, Carrot cakes, 
Books and Bilalian News will 
be sold. 
G.S.C. Rm. 208 ..•• Thurs. 
12-3 p.m. 
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Ghetto Children: 
' ' 
From The Streets And BCC 
BY WENDY NICOLLS 
For four years, Bruce Ellison, Fred Hill, and Dave Nelson had been 
playing with Quadropbonic Four when one evening in November 1974 
while riding the subway, Nelson examined the graffltti that was artistically 
displayed on the walls and doors of the train. After observing the creations 
and realizing Ghetto Children seemed to possess a certain appeal, Nelson 
then proposed this name to his band and the decision was unanimous. 
Ghetto Children seemed to be an appropriate title since alp the band 
members identified with the ghetto, so Ghetto Children they became. 
A~ this particular point the fami(y of Ghetto Children is comprised of 
eight members . The harmonious trio of vocalists who enrich· the musical 
rhythms with a combination of a soulful gospel, jazz sound are: 23-year-
old Elliot Best, who began singing in a church choir, 21-year-old Nathan 
Ingram, whose foundation atso began with singing in a choir but, in his 
father 's churcla, and 19-year-old Michelle Marbury, whose musical 
foundation began at the High School of Music and Art and is now a music 
minor here at BCC. 
THE GHETTO CHILDREN: Top Row (Left to Right) Bruce Ellison, Na-
than Ingram, Frederick Hills, David Nelson. Center-Michelle Marbury. 
Front Row (L to R) Nestor Sousa, Andre Best and Brett Valentine. 
The melodic musical arrangements are euphoniously conveyed by five 
versed musicians: Manager and original member, 24-year-old self-taught 
drummer, Bruce Ellison; Bassist and original member, 22-year-old self-
taught Fred Hill; Keyboardist and founder, 22-year-old Dave Nelson who 
is also self-taught and a versed trumpeter, Nestor Svosa, their 19-year-old 
self-taught percussionist; and Guitarist Brett Valentine, a 19-year-old who 
played trombone in his high sct10ol band. Brett had been playing with 
Ghetto Children on and off for two years. Four months ago he joined the 
group permanently. 
Not only did faith and musical compatibility draw the band to each 
other, but that most relevant ingredient : positive vibration. Ghetto 
Children have been inspired' by the musical expertise and genius of Earth 
Wind and Fire, Aretha Franklin, Dionne Warwick, Nancy Wilson, and 
Stevie Wonder. Initiative and creative ability unquestionably makes this 
band a family of musical innovators. Fortunately, everyone has a flair for 
either writing songs or composing music which is much to their advantage. 
Time and interest enabled me to hear some of their personal views. I 
asked them what directiun do they see music going? Their response was 
"In all directions, it's becoming more and more complicated." Brett 
Valentine stated that "People write about their emotions in relation to 
what effects them." "You write what happened in your life. Life is put 
into music and in tun music's put back into life." 
Since Ghetto Children does in fact classify themselves as a pop group, I 
asked them how do they project themselves to the public. Their reply was, 
"We want to generate good feeling and make people happy and take that 
good feeling from everyone and give it back in music. We are lucky 
enough to have each other to make one whole. •' 
With the world changing everyday, many times artists_convey the world 
situation or societal themes through songs, so natunilly I was curious to 
know how the social themes inflpence them musically : They reacted by 
citing, "There's 'a certain identification and unification people have with 
society. Music goes where the world is headed, music is life." Lead 
vocalist Nathan Ingram stated, "When I hear music about society it's 
depressing, I don ' t want to party on that alone, but, I feel this urge to go 
out and party." 
This is an era where disco music is having a great impact on the party 
goers, however lead vocalist Elliot Best feels, "Disco music is a celebration 
of all the artists that have been on the scene a while." Best added, "Disco 
eventually will die out but the party will still be there, at a party you can 
relax yourself." Most importantly Best stated that disco was "brought 
here to make people forget their troubles." Fred Hill 's view on disco is 
"It's a form of music, disco is a commercial product to make money, 
music will always be here.'' . 
Some of the various things Gh~·tto Childrt;n would like to become in-
volved in is producing their own shows, recording and cutting demos, 
producing movie scores and writing and composing jingles for com-
mercials. 
With the support and encouragement they receive from their families 
and friends they've had quite a deal of exposure. 
They've jammed at Othello, Star Dust Ballroom, the Appollo, Crystal 
Palace, Randall's Island on Labor Day Weekend, and this past Saturday 
at Harlem Hospital in a show. 
In addition to having the pleasure of interviewing Ghetto Children, I 
also had the privilege of hearing them rehearse. Their repertoire included a 
medley of early Motown hits. They proceeded with a funky energetic tune 
entitled "Ghettc Children" to introduce themselves. This has the kind of 
funktastic rhythm that makes you want to get up and groove to the beat. 
" Get it Together," a piece written by the bassist Hill is a song basically 
involving how people struggle to survive in society. "A Mess~ge In Our 
Love" is a jam people would have to have ·in their record library. Last but 
certainly not least, best composed "Wish l Can Dance ." He stressed how 
disco inspired him to wri~e this particular song. 
· In ·essence Ghetto Children believes their music will bring them to a 
point where they'll be universal. 
The savory voice of lead singer Michelle Marbury, the only female in the 
family of Ghetto Children and student at BCC garnishes the harmonious 
stew in a way that is definitely cooking. 
Shelly, what she's called by most people who know her, acquired her 
foundation ·when she attended Music & Art H.S. In addition to singing, 
Shelly also plays the drums and various percussion instruments. The band 
has had the privilege for three years of sharing that special talent Shelly 
communicates. 
• A few of the' renowned female vocali~ts who have influenced Ms. 
Marbury are Nancy Wilson, Dionne Warwicke, & Lena Hor.ne. Shelly says 
"Nancy Wilson helped me to get into myself, especially on stage," and 
said "I· want music to become more musically. inclined. For example, take 
a thought, use it and broaden it. " She feels strongly as long as it's a good 
thought, that the band can be made into one big mole of goodness and 
eliminate any clique that exists . Whenever there's any type of 
disagreement we rap about it and try to come to unanimous decisions. We 
also help each other out whenever one of us is having problems. Our 
rapport we have with each other is beautiful, we never stop giving each 
other those good vibes and ourselves in purest form ." 
Night Song at the Village Gate 
BY FRAN ALBERO 
We all know that you can find just about anything on the tiny island 
known as Manhattan. I've uncovered a Jewish gospel congregation 
disguised as a ·hip play, happening at the Village Gate-,- (where else?), under 
the alias of Night Song. Ron Eliran, professed to be "the most acclaimed 
male singing star to come from Israel," presents a repertoir of his own 
music. Night Song is more like a concert than a play. It lacks structure and 
a story. Some of the songs deal with the Jewish plight, such as war, hunger 
and the search for self-identity and peace. Others are carefree clap-along 
rollicking numbers. This extreme vascillation in mood from depressing to 
exhilarating in eye-blinking time, has the audience wondering whether to 
laugh or cry. 
It's unfortunate thai these compositions were not better presented, for 
th.e music is good. Some songs are very good, such as the very moving-
Young Days or the potential disco flavored knockout, Music In the City.-
The girls helping Mr . Eli ran in his endeavor, namely Holly Lipton (the 
former Mary Magdalene in Jesus Christ Superstar), Dian Sorel (former 
backup singer in the group, Ecstacy, Passion and Pain), and Joy Kohner 
(former cast member in the Broadway play, Two Gentlemen of Verona), 
are chock-full of talent. 
If Mr. Eliran is using this presentation as a testing ground for his 
Broadway musical, supposedly premiering next year, he h,ad better get his 
act together. · 
December 8, 19n 
WBCC 
Spotlight: 
WBCCDJ's 
BY JOE LIVINGSTON 
nown as 
Chickie.. A very talented young 
woman who engineers and an-
nounces for WBCC wno has 
been with the station .for a year and 
six months. She plays all types of 
music, and enjoys being. part of the 
station. Chickie started out 
working as a secretary for 
WBCC and has worked her way 
up, and is now the personnel 
director of the station . 
flS II,;C·~~IU 
Brown, "coolest man in town, soul 
D.J. number' one, the coolest thing 
under the sun." lee-Cap Brown has 
been with WBCC for eight months. 
In this short time, Ice-Cap has 
come a long way and is now doing 
his own engineering_ and an-
nouncing. Ice-Cap plans to make 
announcing his career. 
Diedra Smith, known to us as 
Lady-D, is a lady with a great sense 
of humor and a nice personality. 
Lady-D has been engineering and 
announcing for three years, and 
. likes all types of music. Lady-0 
feels · she has a talent for an-
nouncing, and enjoys every minute 
of it. She plans to join the Air 
Force, and her goal is to become an 
audio engineer. 
Howard Vines, is known as 
Howie V. He has been an an-
nouncer at WBCC for two years. 
He is the program director for the 
station, and plans to make an-
nouncing his career. Howie plays 
disco and jazz, and in his spare 
time, D.J .'s at parties. He likes 
people, but loves music, and says 
that music is part of his life. 
/ 
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Music To My Ears 
A Bumin 'Fire And The Sounds of War 
BY LENNY RINALDI 
This Thanksgiving I shared a funky turkey with a sell out crowd at Madison Square 
Garden. The main entree was Earth Wind and Fire the basic elements of funky soul music in 
perfection. The turkey was of course served with all the trimmings, this time being Pockets 
and Denise Williams, two stablemates of the EW&F management. This full-course meal 
was delectable though it did have unpleasantries and a bone to pick on here and there. Let me 
start with the appetizers known as Pockets . Pockets is an eight man aggregation who have 
probably one of the best debut albums of the year entitled Come Go With Me (Col.) On stage 
they were presented with a problem that many first act, first time attractions have at M.S. G. 
They did not have a full enough sound, resulting in a hollow empty feeling which mingled 
with the sound of all the late comers :Strolling to their seats. Only on the very energetic songs 
did they come near the sound of their album. When they did reach that energy they were 
tantalizing. The album is a near perfect one mixed with junky disco sounds combined with 
dynamic jazz textures. The single Come Go With Me is a good example of their funky almost 
disco style as well as In The Pocket. Doin The Do and Wizzard Wuzzit are two instrumentals 
that end both sides and show their jazzy jammin' style. One Day At A Time is a beautiful 
Jove groove that sends out vibrations very much like E. W .&F. at their That 's The Way of the 
World stage. In fact this album most resembles that style and Pockets being produced by 
brother Verdine White from E. W .&F and they being on Kalimba productions the E. W .&F 
production label it seems to make sense. 
Sweets from Denise 
Next on the menu was the sweet potato portion of the meal and nothin' could have been 
sweeter and finer. Denise Williams made her grand entrance in a parachute material dress 
with a ten foot long train trailing her tail. Bellowing out with a gospel opening she was ready 
to sing church and every desciple was more than ready . Jus! with her opening, she produced 
more power than capitol pockets and she kept up that momentum whether she was soul 
trippin' or love lounging her songs. Everyone seemed to keep up with her every mood. Most 
of her show was composed from her new album Songbird (Col.) which I'm not familiar with 
as yet but from her last album This Is Niecy (Col.) She performed It's Impossible To Me, 
That's What Friends are For, If You Don't Believe and of course Free and left the stage in 
regal royal way. The crowd and myself were full already, but just itching to get stuffed. 
Enter Earth, Wind and Fire 
After a very impatient and almost too long intermission it was time to satisfy that delicious 
high that had been building continuously up to now. As the house lights dimmed, excitement 
electrified the air. As an electronic whirring sound filtered the air, smoke machines began to 
belch thick clouds and from the top of MSG six silver cylindrical containers glided to the 
stage and out off them emerged six of the nine-man team known as Earth Wind and Fire. 
Dressed firstly in long red flashy robes they quickly disrobed to reveal an assortment of 
costumes and quickly punched into a funky rendition of Shining Star. Maurice White, the 
nucleus of the group took stage center, dressed in high to the knee boots and a bright yellow-
green striped leotard like pants, and-wowed the show to a dazzling start. The show proceeded 
from there first as a group show, then Maurice taking stage center for a series of Solos. Then 
Verdine White, blood brother did his gig. He was dressed in native African atire, with 
multicolored knot ties in tootsie roll fashion, filling out the pants to give a balloon-like effect. 
Philip Bailey, the soft-toned love touch brother appeared in costume that was combination 
karate-pajama lounge and his high pitched sweet voice simply cradled the audience, 
squeezing out every emotional drop of tenderness. Interspersed with these solo's were the 
remaining sextet who each did their instrumental solos. 
A good chunk of the show was music and songs from the new album All n 'All (Col) which 
has a beautiful Egyptian tomb cover which continues into an ultra modern space city on the 
back cover thus setting the spatial flavor of the show. The album is once again a must have, 
as it contains all the elements of an Earth Wind and Fire album. Chunky Funky rhythms as 
on their single Serpentine Fire. Perfect blending of harmonies, horns and percussions as in 
Jupiter. 
Earth, Wind & Fire 
Lovely lilting love songs sung with silver toned silkliners as in I Write the Songs. Jazzy, 
scat song instrumentals like Runnin and even Japaneseand Brazilian interludes that help flow 
one song into another. This nine-man team all hold up their end of the pyramid perfectly to 
produce a soul satisfying concept. They also did many of the old favorites like That's the 
Way of the World, Spirit, Biyo, Saturday Nite and Reasons and here's where my only gripe 
comes in. When they did the familiar material they sometimes loosened up a bit too much. 
They would just be getting into it and suddenly stop to rap or try to coax the audience into 
singing. This getting the audience into the act is usually ok but when done to an excess you 
tend to get restless, and, dammit when you only start one verse of your favorite only to stop 
and never really pick it up again can be annoying. Luckily this didn't happen too often but 
when only the last verse of Reasons was sung and I was preparing for it all night it almost 
blew the whole concert. Along with the fantastic music was of course the fantastic special 
effects. This time Verdine White on his bass solo suddenly (in a flash of light and smoke) was 
suspended in the air vertically not missing a note and nowhere a sign of strong or hooks. The 
finale was Getaway and getaway they did as silver space suited androids took to the stage and 
a silver pyramid descended . As each member did their parting farewell, they climbed into the 
pyramid until only the androids were left on stage. As the silver pyramid ascended into the 
MSG heaven it exploded into an empty shell and lo and behold the androids whipped off their 
masks to reveal the original six ascendents. Egypt and spatial mixture once again. All and all 
it was an unforgettable show and like the elements, the earthly soul which quivers and 
quakes, the wind which blows and our minds and the fire that burns in firely likes so do EW 
and F shake blow and fire our very souls. 
AnotherSuccessfor War 
Another exceptional album out this month is War's Galaxy (MCA) Star Wars gone native 
is the theme of the title cut and the strategy is attacked with full forced synthesizer effects, 
heavy laden percussions, chunky piano pickin and party-time soul. This eight minute galactic 
funk is an attention getter with all the war-like earmarks, as the song travels, it turns from 
funk to disco to special effects down to j!UZ. Baby Face is a slow jazz spunk tune with a hint 
of razzmatazz. Sweet Fighting Lady has a lightly-laced Iatino beat like Spill the Wine days 
War's World is no longer a ghetto. 
accented with Lee Osker's sassy harmonica blows, congas, timbales and flutes which turns 
into a lazy jazzy samba. The feeling brings back visions of summer. Side two continues with 
Hey Senorita a more openly Iatino beat with a melting comeon by Patricia Rojas. Swaying 
comes easy to this beat with a fast chacha base, once again the harmonica adding a jazzy lift 
to it. The side ends with a fourteen minute plus instrumental The Seven Tin Soldiers which 
starts out softly with a background of military ratatat of drums acting as a catalyst for a 
parade explosion, with all the instruments plunging into solos. They slowly build into a 
reverberating climax seeping into once again a mellowlike jazz flow. The asterisk and the 
accent is on jazz at its richest and funkiest with this album, which produces a little of 
everything for everybody. 
Bright Lights for Smokie 
Bright Lights and Back Alleys (RSO) by Smokie, is an English group who is well known 
and very successful in England and Europe. They failed to break here but given some proper 
air play they'll zoom to the top . Smokie can be classified as progressive pop. They have the 
sweet harmonious sounds of the early British Invasion sometimes reminding me of the 
Hollie-s. Produced by Chapman and Chinn who were the backbone of such groups as Sweet 
and Suzie Quatro, they give a clean crisp sound to the group, without any plastic gloss. It's 
very hard to choose good cuts because they all stand out in their own right. I Can't Stay Here 
Tonight and Lay Back In The Arms of Someone have a slight edge on side one, with Sunshine 
A venue adding a touch of Queen qualities, something new for the group. Side two opens with 
the old Searchers Needles and Pins, their new single and worthy of revival. Baby It's You is 
another beautiful ballad and the sides ends with Walk Right Back a harsh throated screamer 
of a rock n' rolling nature. Smokie is too good a group and too overlooked but hopefully not 
by you. 
Beatles revisited 
Speaking of revivals the Beatles have a new double l.p . of old tunes entitled Love Songs 
(Capitol), and is recommended for Beatie collectors and everyone who missed the Beatie 
generation, otherwise you probably have everything included here. 
Wishbone Makes Front Page 
Wishbone Ash was once a great English group building their reputation from 1971 to 1973 
then they slid down hill into a valley of mediocrity. The new Front Page News (MCA) is not 
exactly the high powered rock album we once came to expect but it has some excellent rock n' 
roll songs. Andy Powell's guitar virtues are clearly exemplified in low energy rock tunes like 
Midnight Lady and Goodbye Baby, Hello Friend. Right or Wrong could be a glimpse of 
what's to come with the return to their high energy rock n' roll. The Day I Found Your Love 
is another slow rocker with a beautiful sax break, and the album ends with Diamond Jack, 
another rocker with single written all over it. 
News and News Worthy 
Concerts to watch for .... . Tasha Thomas at Reno Sweeney's Dec. 6-11 ..... Narada 
Michael Walden at Bottom Line Dec. 8 ..... The Temptations at Bottom Line Dec. 9 9 10 
.. . .. Kansas and Crawler at Palladium Dec. 17 & 18 ..... Geils and Tom Petty and the 
Heartbreakers Dec. 29 at the Palladium 
Important LP's . . . .. Down Two Then Left - Bos Scaggs . .... Thankful-Natalie 
Cole ... .. Works Vol. 11-Emerson Lake & Palmer ..... Spinners ..... Disco Sen-
sations .. ... Night Lights Went Out-Temptations . . . .. On Fire-T Connection ..... 
Supernature-Cerrone .. . .. MCA has decided to change the cover of the new 'Lynyrd 
Skynrd LP due to the tragic airplane accident. The original cover of Street Survivors had 
them standing in a smoke filled tragedy . .... unfortunate but true since the tragic accident, 
their new LP has soared to number four with a bullet while Elvis maintains the number three 
spot .... . seems like you have to die to rise to the top of the charts ..... speaking of a 
rise-Fleetwood Mac's Rumours is number one for 27 weeks on Record World Charts 
.. . .. The Celia Cruz and Willie Colon LP is a smash, selling big throughout the country, 
picking up a copy I can see why ..... Star Wars is still making money vinyl wise. First the 
original soundtrack and Meco synthesizer version both million sellers, The Meco single a 
number one hit country wide & disco wide and now the Story of Star Wars with original 
dialogue and sound effects and a single about Chewbacca the gorilla-like character entitled 
Wookie by Sam the Sham ... . . Remember Wooly Bully? 
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Grapplers Set 
To Open 1977 Season 
The 1977 edition of the BCC Wrestling Team opened its 
season November 29th against Yeshiva University. The team 
concluded preparation for the season with three scrimmages 
against strong wrestling teams from New York. These in-
·Cluded; CCNY, Manhattan College, and West Side YMCA. 
The scrimmages gave coach If these new wrestlers progress as 
Michael Steuerman and assistant expected, DCC should be a strong 
coach Jim Hill an opportunity to contender in the CUNY cham-
assess the retuniing lettermen as pionships. 
well as looking at the possibility of Students are invited to support 
including entering freshmen in the the team by coming to the 
starting line-up. The following following home matches: Friday, 
newcomers seem most prom1smg; December 16 at 6 p.m. vs . 
. Noel White, Franklin, Puello, . Rockland Community College, 
Carmelo Cruz, Averil Rance, and Wednesday, January is at 6 p.m. 
Edison Deveaux. and vs. Bergen . . 
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THE 
. BCC 
SPORTING 
SCENE 
HLT·91 
For Hispanics 
Basketball Tournament 
The Health and Physical Ed. 
Department will offer one section 
of HLT 91 for SpC\nish Speaking 
students who can benefit from 
having bilingual instruction. The 
course will be taught by ,Dr. 
Romana Salgado. Students need 
per_qtissien of the Instructor in 
order to register. Interested 
students may arrange to see Dr. 
Salgado by calling 367-7300 ext. 
652. Office Hours: Thurs. 12-1, · 
Wed. 11-2, Fri. 12-1:30. 
Here is a list of teams and the re.cords who are in the B.C.C. Basketball 
Tournamc;nt with the winners going into the Schlitz Intramural Games. 
Nine (9) teams have entered our tournament which is a Double 
Elimination Tournament 
I. S.S. T. Concord 
l. ThePink 
3. The Floaters 
4. The Players 
5. TheMoney 
6. Latin Power 
7. The V.A. 
8. The Crew · 
9. Death Row 
FemaleMakesMen'sTeam 
Ovadine Wikes, a freshmen at 
BCC, is presently the only female 
member of the BCC track team. 
She · is also a member of the 
Amateur Athletic Union (A.A.U.) 
and the Road Runners Association 
(R.R.A.). Ovadine enters many· , 
women events and ·comes home a 
winner. In the Henry Isola 
Memorial four-mile cross country 
run, she placed 4th on Oct. 2, 1977. 
The Metropolitan A.A.U. and 
R.R.A. Postan Marathm\ tune up 
12.4 miles, placed 4th in both 
events, in the Skilometer four-mile 
X-country run Ovadine came in 3rd 
place, all in one day on Oct. 9, 
1977. On Oct. 30 she placed 1st in 
th~ 4th annual R.R.A. 9-mile X-
country run. This is just the 
beginning of the season for 
Ovadine. Ovadine Wikes 
Ovadine began running in are: staying in shape, feeling 
elementary school and in- mentally alert, and looking your 
termittently through high school in best. You may start on your 
Atlanta, Georgia. She would like to program by contacting Prof. 
encourage other potential runners. Skinner in the Alumni Gym room 
Some of the benefits from running 203 Monday thru Friday. 
Star· 
Wars 
Synchronized Swimmers · and 
Company .welcomes you to a 
galactic aquatic experience on 
Friday December 16th, 7:30 P.M. 
at Alumni Gym pool. There will be 
solos, duets, trios, quartets in 
synchronized swimming, also 
diving, dancing, and singing. Ms. 
Joyce Bloom and daughter Robin, 
will do a synchronized duet, while 
Prof. Jane Katz will swim as barth 
wo~ LOST 
0 
0 
I 
0 
I 
0 
2 
I 
2 (Out) 
0 
I 
0 
I 
0 
0 
WRITE 
SPORTS· 
For 
Communicator 
See 
Diane 
Gonzalez 
Gould Student 
Center 
Room312 -
ATHLETES WANTED 
For Wrestling Team 
Heavy Weights Needed 
See Prof. Steuerman 
Alumni Gym Rm. 300c 
Ext. 213 
· Vader, and Dr. Glen Whitten, an _ 
Olympic Diver, will also participate 
in the show. All are welcome, 
admission is free, bring the kids, 
ENJOY. President Brown Awards Turkey Trot Winner 
December 8, 1977 
Picault Named · 
Regional All-Star 
Leslie Picault plays center forward for the Bronx Com-
munity College Soccer team. He is with the All Region 
Soccer Team, which is made up of the 15 b~st players from 
CUNY and SUNY. Last year Leslie was voted the most 
valuable player on the BCC Soccer Team. 
Leslie started playing soccer in 
Haiti when he was 7 years old, and 
was considered one of the best 
players in his elementary school. 
He came to the United States when 
he was 11 years old. He is a player 
of many spQrts, such as football, 
tennis, swimming, track, and 
baseball. He also has many 
trophies in baseball and track, and 
medals in the high jump which he 
received in junior high. When 
Leslie was younger, he was on the 
little league team and also was 
voted the most valuable player. 
Physical Education is ·Leslie's 
majQr. This is his fourth term here 
at BCC. He is undecided on what 
school he will attend next, 
hopefully an NCAA (National 
Collegiate Athletic Association) 
Division I school. He's also looking 
forward to playing pro soccer in 
the future. 
I asked Leslie how he felt about 
Pele. He replied, "Pele is the best; 
he's number one. Pele gave me the 
incentive to play even more." 
Leslie feels that he often moves like 
Pele, as if Pete were in him. 
At the beginning of every game, 
Leslie starts by putting his left 
Leslie Picault 
sneaker on first, and when entering 
the field always places the left foot 
on the grass -first. He feels that this 
helps him through each game. 
If you are ever in Central Park 
on a Saturday afternoon, you'll 
find Leslie Picault working out 
with all different players from all 
over the city and sometimes the 
country. "I play soccer because I 
love to. 1· feel that it's in me." 
Those are the words of a man, that 
I feel will become very famous 
someday, and BCC will be proud to 
say he attended school here. 
Family Swim 
The pool will be open for free swim on the following days: 
Monday: 4 to 6 pm and 7:40 to 9 pm 
Tuesday: 4 to 6 pm 
Wednesday: 4 to 8 pm (family night) 
Thursday: 12 to 2 pm, 4 to 6 pm and 7:40 to 9 pm (family night) 
Friday: 4 to 9 pm (family night) 
Saturday: 12:30 to 3:30 pm (family swim) 
The gym is also open on the following days: 
Thursday: 12 to 2 pm 
Friday: 6 to 9 pm · 
Saturdtty: 12:30 to 3:30 . 
No student will be admitted without a validated DCC J.D. card. During 
the Family Swim program, one student, one adult friend and children will 
be permitted to participate in swim suits. Males must wear swim suit, no 
gym shorts or cut offs allowed. No food, beverages, smoking and street 
Clothes are allowed in the pooi and gym. 
Turkey Trotters 
Run For The Birds 
On Nov.. 17, 1977, Bronx 
Community Colleg~ had its Annual 
Turkey Trot. The morning was 
rainy and did not look so good for 
the trot. The rain had washed away 
.the white wash the night .before and 
had to be repainted in the morning, 
but Mother Nature, knowing that 
DCC had to have its Turkey Trot, 
let the sunshine just enough for 
DCC turkey trotters to get it 
together. 
·The winners who ran for their 
dinners were: . for the men - I st 
place Linden Giles, who broke the 
course recqrd in 6 min. and 49 sec., 
2nd place-James Ward in 7 min. He 
also bro~ the record whiCh was 7 
min. and 18 sec., 3rd place Paul 
. Reyes in 7 min. and 18 sec. For the 
. women - 1st place Elaine 
: Moreland -ran it in 9 min. and_ 28 . 
sec., 2nd place Gloria Martinez in 9 
min. and 41 sec., and 3rd place 
Olga Castro in 10 min. and 36 sec. 
DCC has been sponsoring this 
event since moving to this campus 
in 1973. There were 39 men and 
women (students, faculty, staff) 
who competed in this Annual 
Turkey Trot, , which is about the 
same amount that entered last year. 
The length of the course is 1 and 
118 miles, this will be the standard 
course for future turk~y trots. _The 
Turkey Trot is sponsored by the _ 
Physical and Health Education 
Department, directed by Sam 
Schwartz. Sam . would like to en-
courage more people to come out 
and participate in such activities as 
this one for the pleasure of being 
involv~d physically and mentally. 
Hope to see you ne?tt year. 
